
 

 

 

Mirror Account Mandate 

This is a mirror trading account, the funds are not managed. You the client are choosing to follow (mirror) a professional 

trader.  The account and the funds remain in your name. You can link or un-link your account from the mirror trader by 

sending written instructions to info@khwezitrading.co.za  

The mirror trading method allows traders clients to select a trading strategy and to automatically "mirror" the trades executed 

by the selected strategies 

Although the objective is to make money this strategy is not guaranteed to make a profit due to high volatility and 

unpredictability of markets. 

 Please be advised that past performance is no guarantee of future performance. 

I                                                                       , ID                                                                                    . 

 Accepts the terms and conditions below; 

1. You hereby give consent to have your account linked to your chosen mirror strategy 
2. No management fee will be charged (Zero Management Fee) 
3. No performance fee will be charged (Zero Performance fee) 
4. Normal spread trading commissions apply 
5. The account can only be un-linked, at the close of business on that particular day (via email), as long as there are NO 

open positions, if there are open positions, you will be unlinked as the last position is unwound.  
6. Although the account is unlinked , withdrawal of funds Funds could take up to five working days to reflect. 
7. Khwezi Financial Services (Pty) ltd, Khwezi -trade or the trader that is being mirrored cannot be held liable for any loss 

that may occur from trading this strategy, as markets can be volatile and unpredictable and do carry risk. 
 
 
Given under my hand at _____________________ on this the ______ day of _________________ 20 
 
 
Name         ________________________________ 
 
I give consent to have my account linked to the mirror strategy 
 
 
Signature: _________________________________  
 
 
Disclaimer: Although these strategies have been tested and have been proven to work, market conditions and trade- timing are 

important, therefore Khwezi Financial Services (pty) ltd cannot be held responsible for any trading losses incurred. These 

strategies cannot be construed as advice in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Service Act 37 0f 2002. 
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